
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

IPG527 Implantation of a sphenopalatine ganglion 
stimulation device for chronic cluster headache 

SNOMED CT provides clinical terms for entry into the patient record to record clinical 
information relevant to that encounter; the mandated classifications (OPCS-4 or ICD-
10) provide a method to collect and aggregate data to allow accurate and consistent 
data analysis. 

Procedure and device: 
 
SNOMED CT preferred term (concept ID) 

A request for a new SNOMED CT code has been submitted for the next release. 
SNOMED CT Submission Portal request reference number xxxxx. 

 

OPCS-4 code(s):  

 A33.1 Implantation of cranial nerve neurostimulator  

 Y53.1 Approach to organ under radiological control 
 Z04.8 Specified cranial nerve NEC 

 

 Note:  The Terminology and Classifications Delivery Service has advised 
NICE that currently these are the most suitable OPCS-4 codes to describe this 
procedure. The OPCS-4 classification is designed to categorise procedures for 
analysis ant it is not always possible to identify a procedure uniquely. 

Diagnosis or health condition: 
 
SNOMED CT preferred term (concept ID) 

A request for a new SNOMED CT code has been submitted for the next release. 
SNOMED CT Submission Portal request reference number xxxxx. 

 
ICD-10 code(s): 

 G44.0 Cluster headache syndrome 

 

Clinical coding recommendations for NICE guidance 

For each published interventional procedure and medical technologies guidance, we work 
with NHS Digital to provide relevant clinical coding information. 

SNOMED CT provides clinical terms for entry into the patient record to store clinical 
information relevant to that encounter. 

The mandated classifications (OPCS-4 or ICD-10) provide a method to collect and 
aggregate data to allow accurate and consistent data analysis. 

https://isd.hscic.gov.uk/rsp/user/guest/home.jsf
https://isd.hscic.gov.uk/rsp/user/guest/home.jsf


 
 
 
 
 

 

 

NICE and NHS Digital Information Representation Services work collaboratively to ensure 
the most appropriate SNOMED CT, OPCS-4 and ICD codes are provided.   

NHS Digital is the national release centre for the UK edition of SNOMED CT, ICD and 

OPCS-4.  Further SNOMED CT information including licensing, see here.  Further 

Classifications information, see here. 

 

https://digital.nhs.uk/snomed-ct
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/terminology-and-classifications/clinical-classifications

